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Boyle ... on the boulevard
Specialty stores abound
By Pam Bullard
BoYLE -A visitor once dubbed one of
the shops in Boyle "an oasis in the
delta," a tribute that now fits mast of
the main street of this tiny community.
On the surface, Boyle could be any of
score of other Delta towns withering
away from lack ... .. lack of induStry,
lack of tax base, lack of people, lack of
'·
enthusiasm.
But a quiet t·esurrection is going on in
this multi-racial community of 900 as one
specialty shop after another opens its
doors.
The shopkeepers, mostly not from
Boyle, are themselves nontraditional in a
section of the country where the family
retail bsuiness is historically handed
down from generation to generation.
Indeed, they're not shopkeepers at all,
but an artist who was disatisfied with the
frames available locally for his paintings, a construction-real estate broker
and an "oil" man who shared an affinity
for "the good things," a housewife whose
children are grown and gone.
Boyle doesn't sport a chamber of
commerce. The town board of alderp~.en,
while delighted with the new loot of the
business district, is a long way from the
side show barker attitude screaming,
"look-a-here what we're gonna do."
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Boyle's transition from a bunch of
empty broken-down stores to On A Limb,
Alley Antiques, The Clothes Tree, Innovations, Rob's, Delta Pottery and
Colliers Custom F raming and Art has
been a "spontaneous" thing, according
to the store owners. But proximity to
Cleveland, DSU's well-known art
department, and an old railroad track
greenstrip turned landscaped boulevard
did a lot to help, they say.
Dud Collier started his framing
business in Cleveland but he needed
more store space and parking space at a
cheap price. He found Boyle. His
clientele followed. Collier is credited by
the others with starting Boyle on its way
to rejuvenation.
Jimmy T. Robinson and Randall
Harvey were looking for a spot in the
delta to open a gift and furniture shop
that would attract people front over the
delta'. They found Bo}le. t'We lelt·l..l we
had good things, priced right, people
would come," sa s Robinson.

They were right, but Robinson admits,
"It took a while to build a name and a

reputation to determine pricing, build up
an inventory." The guest register at the
store's entrance list addresses like
Greenwood, Memphis, Inverness,
Gulport, Clarksdale.
Because of the shop, Robinson now
hobnobs at the World Trade Center in
Dallas with the likes of Stanley Marcus of
Neiman-Marcus. Showing Marcus'
recent book, "Minding the Store," inscribed "To Jimmy, Best of luck to a
fellow retailer," .Robinson says with
obvious delight, "I wanted to tell Mr.
Marcus, 'we both have so many of the
same things but our prices are not the
same.'''

antiques offered for sale by Genny
Vance, who refinishes many pieces
herself. On the other hand, Ruby Ruehl,
who runs The Clothes Tree has no rest
room facilities . But Mrs. Vance does. As
they say, "We have to be nice to each
other."
Dud Collier designed The Clothes Tree.
The Delta Pottery are doing rennovation work at Robs, including installing a
fountain. If Ruby, who is minding the
store alone, needs to go to the bank,
Jimmy, who usually has an assistant,
will come hold down the fort for awhile.
Several of the shops are planning a
joint extravanganza of an open house at
Chi-istrrur!> time.

beer-eating place owned by the Collien<
turned into a music-beer place and no
longer fitted the taste of its owners, who
closed it.
Of course, there are othr shops in
Boyle. Gong's, a general grocery store, is
considered a local institution as was J . G.
Moon's place of business, which was
recently sold to Leroy Mullins who is
sprucing up the building and operating a
QOOvenience grocery store.

Moon's had a quantity of items so old
that when the Mullins took over and
started "cleaning house," Mrs. Mullin's
father, Melvin Slawson, was kept busy
just explaining how the long-
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Down the street, Virginia Rayner
recently opened "on A Limb," a
marketing mix of pottery, prints, and
plants, mostly Mississippi-bred. She
came because of Robs, Dud the "smalltown feeling" and the boulevard
After many years of urging, wishful
thinking, and politicking by Boyle
residents and city officials, the
boulevard was installed by the highway
department while it was doing roadwork
on the street. Landscaped and well-kept,
it has played a part in atttracting new
business to Boyle.

Innovations owners Lallah Perry and
Edward Gong recently found Chicagoan
Susan Goodling a graduate of the Rhode
Island School of Design, to run their
shop. New to the Delta, Susan unintentionally describes herself when she
says " People here are so friendly and
outgoing."

A

few doors down, the potter at Delta
Potters, is busy completing a new outdoor kiln. In between explaining to the
gas line installers what needs to be done
and waving wrenches around, Tommy
Thurman comments, "I've been here
A perfect example of the commaradie
about a year and came here because
nobody was here and I don't like it
that exists among the store owners in
because everybody's here now."
here is a rather unique situation at Alley
Asked if he was serious, at first he
Antiques and The Clothes Tree.
replieri "yes," then "no," and then,
) .. "They indulge us down here w~n we
Alley Antlqut§ <10esn't have a door.
play irisbee m the street. '·
•
ShOppers must come either through
It used to be a little noisy next to the
Colli
Clothes Tree
~_,to
~see
~""'t~
he -...!s!!-'tu
~di'""·~
o ...n!~J......be
..._.S"'"t"'on
..,e~B~all""'"'
n...,......,-

forgotten merchandise had been used.

The storeowners in downtown Boyle
are hoping that new stores will continue
to open in the remaining vacant
buildings. Some would especially like to
see a tea room providing light lunches.
They feel their clientele, typically the
young to middle-age, middle-to-upper
income matron would patronize such a
place.
If there's anything the Boyle merchants seem concerend about, it's over
commercialization . Some were considering placing a sign on U. S. Highway
61 but were having second thoughts that
it might be 'crass." " Right now we're
rather unique and we want to keep it that
way," they say. \
·

Dud Collier started it all here

Rob's owners set up a new displaJ
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